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Explore and Relax in the Colorful Beauty of Rainforest Animals, Birds and PlantsEnter the inky
jungle of Rainforest Escape and let your imagination and pencil roam wild. As you color in the rich
flora and fauna of the tropics, you can practically hear the tree frogs croaking and the soft whir of
the hummingbirdsâ€™ wings. Inspired by her native Trinidad and Tobago, award-winning illustrator
Jade Gedeon takes you on a journey to a breathtaking world of natural beauty.Bring the tropical
designs and your artistry to life by coloring or painting the vivid hues of leatherback turtles and
island birds, as well as lush rainforest scenes and unique flowers. The patterns will take you away
from the stress of the real world and give your mind a mini-vacation.Use colored pencils, pens,
markers and even paints on the high-quality premium art paper. The lay flat binding stays open for
easy use anywhere. Tear out the finished designs from the perforated edges and display your
personalized artwork for all to enjoy. With a wide range of full-page illustrations plus bonus foldout
poster pages, you can create an immersive nature experience while traveling or right in your own
home. See what beauty and adventures await inside Rainforest Escape.
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I recently purchased Jade Gedeon's first coloring book primarily to learn how to use water colors. As
soon as I received it, I purchased a second copy and then pre-ordered two copies of â€œRainforest
Escape.â€• It is really just that good. I want to be able to color one book with colored pencils and use
the second one for my learning purposes.In this new book Ms. Gedeon explores the plants and
animals of her tropical experiences (the previous book focused considerably on architecture.) The

designs remind me of my own tropical vacations in the Caribbean, Hawaii, and even Bali. There is a
lush feeling to the vegetation that makes me remember how it felt to actually be in a rainforest
environment.The paper is a cream tone and is heavyweight watercolor paper. There are ten double
page fold-out designs. All of the pages are perforated for easy removal from the book. While the
book is sewn binding, none of the designs cross over the perforations. If you want to remove pages
to frame them, you won't lose any portion of the design in taking the page out via the perforations.I
found, once again, that all of my coloring medium worked well with this paper. The only issue I had
was with some of my Copic markers that were extremely full and â€œjuicyâ€•. With those, there was
a slight tendency for feathering.This is what I experienced in coloring in this book and testing my
coloring medium on the paper. I didn't text any form of watercolor medium as I am just learning how
to use it. Because of that, I shy away from saying how it worked for me as any issues I come across
are sure to be because of my inexperience rather than any issue with the book.
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